**SAMPLE CITATIONS - SBL**

*Sample Entries for Footnotes*

**Regular Footnote, First Citation**

1 Ronal Dembski, *Design Revolution* (Downer's Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity, 2004), 127.

**Subsequent Citation**

2 Dembski, *Design*, 238.

**Three or More Authors (or Editors)**


**Personal Information**

4 I assume this fact; it is not found exactly in any source, but I infer that it is this way because Augustine spoke Latin, so he must have used a Latin form of the Bible, though I highly doubt it was Jerome’s Vulgate.

**Abbreviations with Common Sources**


**No Author or Page Number**


**Database (use “n.p.” if there are no page numbers in the source)**


**Internet Source**


*Sample Entries for Bibliographies*

**Book with One Author**

Multiple Author (write them all out in the Bibliograph)

Book with an Editor

Book with and Author and Editor

Article in a Journal

Article in an Encyclopedia or Dictionary

Periodical with No Author and a Page Number Interruption (start with the journal title)

Sample Entries for Electronic Sources

Internet Articles (try to break long URL's at some kind of punctuation)

Databases

E-Books
BIBLIOGRAPHY


